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The aim of the Queen's Award is "To encourage girls and young women to a personal
commitment to the Lord Jesus Christ, while respecting other faiths, inspiring them to greater
endeavours in service within the general community and to make a contribution to the
worldwide concept of The Girls' Brigade” Now I don't know about my contribution to the
"worldwide concept of The Girls' Brigade", but apart from that, I would say that this aim has
been accomplished in it's entirety over the course of my Queen's Award . My faith has been
strengthened and all the service I have carried out has only made me eager to serve more.
This award has been challenging right from the start, but the rewards of  it are so, so worth
it and it is my pleasure to be able to share a little bit of my experience with you today.

The first time I heard about Queen's Award I was about ten years old. A girl from our area
had recently published an illustrated children's book for her assignment and I was so
impressed I immediately decided that I, too, would do my Queen's Award someday. Now
that kind of resolve is admirable in a ten year old, but little ten year old me had no idea of
the kind of commitment it would take to carry out that much work. Nevertheless, when the
time came for signing up in 2012 I eagerly put down my name and sent away my forms; my
Queen's Award journey had begun.

Someone once told me that the first initiative task is usually a rather shocking learning
experience in the area of time management. I will tell you now ladies and gentlemen, I was
no exception to this rule. I had cruised through the first six months of the award carrying out
company service and finding a place to do my volunteer service, and had completely avoided
thinking about that initial initiative task. Bad idea? Yeah. I chose to run an St Patrick's
themed area night and well… I started planning it about a month from the deadline, ran it
about a week before the deadline and sent the paperwork away the day before the
deadline. Looking at it now it's crazy that I even managed to get it done - but by God's grace
somehow everything was done and sent away and my time management skills were much
improved. The first challenge had been overcome and I was wiser for it.

The next two stages of the award were such a joy to carry out they barely even felt work. For
my second initiative task I created an area newspaper targeted at pioneers and for my
volunteer service I spent 50 hours working at an early childhood center. Now these tasks
weren't without their obstacles - I'm not exactly a design genius and children can be hard
work - but they involved writing and working with children - two of my great loves. I loved
being a journalist, designer and editor all in one for my newspaper and I loved planning
programs and just being with the children for my volunteer service. One of the great things
about the Queen's Award is that it shows you where your natural strengths lie and I
definitely found mine while working on these two tasks.

The next (and arguably most important) component of the award was the assignment and I
definitely found it to be the most challenging. I chose to write a non-fiction illustrated book
on Biblical Heroes, and while I love to write there was something just so hard about starting
and completing this component of the award. I remember just sitting down a few months
before it was due and staring at my blank computer screen, thinking, "I can’t do this". This
was the only point at which I felt like giving up and I remember making mental calculations
of how much we had spent on the award so far and if there was any way I could pay my
parents back... But eventually I made the decision to just start and see how things went
from there and it turns out that was the best thing I could have done. The end product was



very different to what I had initially thought (as the case usually is) but it was evidence of
God's grace in my life and evidence of my own ability to persist.

After my assignment was done, well, I was in the final stretches. My company service was
handed in, my written submission done and all that was left was assessment weekend.
Assessment weekend came and went, too, and all the stresses it brought passed and then
came that fateful phone call from Alison telling me that I had made it and that all my hard
work had paid off.

So here I am; two years, seven tasks and numerous sleepless nights later, having
accomplished what I promised myself I would do at age ten. Thankfully, my journey wasn't
solitary and I'm so glad that I didn't have to do it all alone. I couldn't have done it without
the help of my company leaders, Bree, Diana, Kylie and Mrs. White, our area commissioner,
Susan Ward or my ever-supportive parents. But most of all I couldn’t have done it without
God. His grace has certainly been made perfect in my weakness and without him I wouldn't
have been able to do anything. This weekend marks the end of two years of hard work but it
only marks the beginning of a lifetime spent using the skills I have learnt. I look forward to
the future and all that it holds.


